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Richard Edward Bell

, will say as follows

1 June 2015 meeting with Solmat,x at McCauley Engmeenng
It appears to the Inquiry from 1nformat1on received by rt that. on 1 June 2015 you and
Frank McCullough made a site v1sIt, along with Seamus Hughes and Dan Sinton of
DETI, to McCauley Engineenng (see Seamus Hughes· diary entry at INO-04464.
paragraph 30 of his witness statement at WIT-14033, and COM-06377 to COM06384)
1 As to the above.
a Yes I did attend a meeting with Dan Sinton and Seamus Hughes at
McCauley Engineering on 1'1 June 2015
b. I do not recall any d1scuss1on ,n relation to the RHI Scheme and any
anticipated changes
c. In particular (but without preJudice to the generality of the foregoing enquiry),
during the meeting on 1 June 2015, were you and/or Frank McCullough
informed about:
i. I do not recall any discussions about problems with the non domestic
RHI budget
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11. I do not recall of any d1scuss1ons regarding the reduction of biomass
tanff
111. I do not recall any d1scuss1ons regarding tienng of the biomass tanff
in or around October 2015

d. I do not recall any matters regarding the then position of the non domestic
RHI tariff being shared.
2. I don't recall any information being disclosed that we could have shared
3. I don't recall any information being disclosed that we could have shared

4. The earliest I can recall information about tariff changes being discussed was just
days before the announcement in the media and it was just a rumour around the
industry.
Marketing of RH/ Scheme
5. It appears that at some point Solmatix prepared a commercial leaflet about the
benefits of the NI Non Domestic RHI Scheme (COM-06308 and COM-06309). The
leaflet, amongst other things, said that ·when you factor in your guaranteed RH/
grant money, you're effectively benefiting from FREE heat plus a significant
financial reward. It's cash.. .for ash". Elsewhere in the leaflet it indicated that what
was being described in effect meant "FREE HEAT for 20 yrs ... ". As to this
a. I don't recall an exact date but it was somewhere shortly after the
announcement of the scheme
b. I am no longer an employee of Solmatix and don't have access to files that
would confirm when Solmatix first promoted the scheme in this way
c.

Everyone in the biomass installation business marketed the scheme in this
way. Solmatix was slower to be involved than most companies I do recall
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members of Solmat1x staff telling me that It was such an amazing deal that
they found It hard to sell as people thought it was too good to be true
d It Is over 2 years since I worked in Solmat1x and without access to company
records I can not recall other publications or specific times
6 I recall rumour of boilers being installed simply to burn pellets without any need for
the heat My position was always clear in that I believed any help that a reduction
in input costs could give to our manufacturing sector to increase competItIveness
was welcome. I was womed that explo1tat1on would mean the destruction of the
funding and as such reduce the much needed impact on the manufacturing sector

Generally
7. The RHI scheme, 1f It had been properly implemented, was a great opportunity to
increase compet1t1veness of the Northern Ireland manufacturing sector in UK and
EU terms thus creating and securing Jobs m Northern Ireland where our energy
input costs are higher than most. It saddens me that what happened was that a
real good opportunity was squandered and a renewable energy industry sector ,n
Northern Ireland was completely destroyed

Statement of Truth
I believe that the facts stated In this w,tnl�..,s st.1h.•m011t ar � tr llt''
Signed
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